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“Wittenberg XI” refers to the main discussion forum of the Kingdom of Talossa 
(http://www.talossa.proboards32.com/index.cgi?board=general). 
 
Citations are made via “Witt XI [Proboards thread number].[Reply #, 0 being the thread’s original post].  One 
may access these threads via 
http://www.talossa.proboards32.com/index.cgi?board=general&action=display&thread=[thread number but 
without the “.[reply number]”] 
 
All times are in the Central time zone. 
 
5th June 2004 
Presumably on this day, Regent Márcüs Cantaloûr returns home.  Former U. S. President Ronald Reagan passes 
away. 
 
6th Jun, 2004 at 4:45am 
Quedéir Castiglhâ makes the first post on Wittenberg XI. 
Witt XI 1086515116.0 
 
6th Jun, 2004 at 4:53am 
Quedéir Castiglhâ announces the start of his new Talossa blog, El Bravác'ht. 
It may be had at http://talossanews.blogspot.com/ 
Witt XI 1086515628 
 
6th Jun, 2004 at 7:14am 
Márcüs Cantaloûr makes his first post on Witt XI and his first Witt post anywhere since returning home. 
Witt XI 1086509702.3 
 
6th Jun, 2004 at 7:29am 
Márcüs Cantaloûr makes a Speech to the Nation. 
Witt XI 1086524971.0 
 
6th Jun, 2004 at 4:05pm 
Marc Moisan issues ZPT 50-Word Statement and Platform for the election, calling for, among other things, reform 
for the Uppermost Cort. 
Witt XI 1086555950 
 
7th Jun, 2004 at 4:08pm 
Marti-Pair Furxheir makes his first post to Witt XI 
Witt XI 1086642503.0 
 
7th Jun, 2004 at 4:18pm 
Discussion about the present state of talossa.com (still in J. P. Griffin’s hands) 
Witt XI 1086642762 
 
7th Jun, 2004 at 4:19pm 
Marti-Pair wonders aloud if there is a need to restart the Cosâ election.  It is ultimately decided that the 
election will proceed as if nothing had happened. 
Witt XI 1086643174.0 
 
7th Jun, 2004 at 5:45pm 
Márcüs Cantaloûr reports receiving a postcard from Ben and Amy (presumably that very day), who are currently 
near Cezembre.  Due to bad weather, the Royals are unable to visit the island. 
Witt XI 1086648323 
 
9th Jun, 2004 at 9:31pm 
Pete Hottelet starts a Witt thread honoring President Reagan. 
Witt XI 1086834689 
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10th Jun, 2004 at 12:43am 
Prospective Brant Skinner makes his first post to Wittenberg XI, introducing himself to the Talossan populace. 
Witt XI 1086846235 
 
10th Jun, 2004 at 11:48am 
Having found out about the new Kingdom Witt via Wittenberg X, now controlled by the Republic, Ián Metáiriâ 
makes his first appearance on Witt XI. 
Witt XI 1086886088.0 
 
10th Jun, 2004 at 12:35pm 
Ron Rosáis posts a poll asking, “Do you feel all Talossans are equally subject to the laws of the land and should 
be accountable to this same law?”.  Two people vote “yes”, two vote “no”, and none vote the option “for true 
cowards”. 
Witt XI 1086888916 
 
10th Jun, 2004 at 12:37pm 
Ron Rosáis starts a Witt XI thread discussing provincial autonomy. 
Witt XI 1086889060 
 
10th Jun, 2004 at 3:45pm 
PM Castiglhâ makes his first real comments on the 1 June events. 
Witt XI 1086900313.0 
 
11th Jun, 2004 at 6:51pm 
Quedéir Castiglhâ is the first in the Kingdom to bring up the idea of multiple discussion forums. 
Witt XI 1086997888.0 
 
12 June 2004 
Quedéir Castiglhâ takes his teaching licensure exams for the State of Kansas. 
Witt XI 1086997980.0 
 
13th Jun, 2004 at 4:17pm 
Mximo Carbonèl makes his first post to Witt XI, saying, among other things, “The kingdom of Talossa, should give 
an ultimatum to the republican to quit the land of Talossa. Their are yes illegal and dangerous gangsters who 
should be judge by the uppermost cort soon as possible.”. 
Witt XI 1087161430.0 
 
14 June 2004 
The election for the ___ Ziu ends with the Black Hand gaining an absolute Cosâ majority. 
 
14th Jun, 2004 at 10:45am 
Ron Rosáis renounces his Talossan citizenship saying, “The bureaucratic inertia that is preventing expedient 
action from occurring is a major issue for me as is the mentality behind screening real-life records, the 
mischaracterization of their (the records) content and the protracted campaign of libel that followed these 
skewed discoveries. Additionally, nobody else seems to have the intestinal fortitude to reprimand Ben for 
undertaking the aforementioned course of action, is willing to take measures to prevent gross invasion of 
personal privacy and hold violators of this type accountable whether Royal or not.” 
Witt XI 1087227953.0 
 
14th Jun, 2004 at 11:19pm 
Quedéir Castiglhâ announces his intention to not be Prime Minister for the next term as well as his resignation of 
his MN membership saying, “I am very sad that it ever came down to this the last few months, but it has, and I 
have contributed to it. For me to stay here, I have to do what I am doing. I hope the worst thing that will be said 
about my PMship is that I was Talossa's Jimmy Carter.”. 
Witt XI 1087273181.0 
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16th Jun, 2004 at 7:37am 
Tomás Gariçeir announces he will no longer do Talossa in any way save work on the language.  Among other 
things, he says, “Talossan is our national language, yes, but its use should not be restricted to citizens of the 
Kingdom of Talossa alone; it should be promoted and promulgated throughout the world for its beauty and 
expressiveness.” 
Witt XI 1087389448.0 
 
16th Jun, 2004 at 9:56am 
Ián Anglatzarâ makes his first appearance on Witt XI, it being his only one for a long time.  Among other things, 
he says, “So I'm a citizen of the Republic because the Kingdom let Ben refuse me to be a citizen here. It's that 
simple. And there are several prospectives over at the republic who are there because Ben blocked their way 
into Talossa.  This pattern will continue to repeat itself, mark my words.”. 
Witt XI 1086671722.11 
 
16th Jun, 2004 at 1:36pm 
Martí-Paìr Furxhéir renounces his Kingdom citizenship to join the Republic.  He says, among other things, “You 
cannot imagine how difficult this decision has been.”. 
Witt XI 1087411001.0 
 
16th Jun, 2004 at 8:39pm 
Incoming PM Cantaloûr gives his “heartfelt thanks” to outgoing PM Castiglhâ.  Among other things, he says, “QC 
was wise and careful in his judgements, with the welfare of the Kingdom always coming first. I am sure that 
history will remember Q as one of Talossa's finest first ministers.”. 
Witt XI 1087436354.0 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


